1300 New HS Seats Post-Its (March 30)
STRENGTHS
Central location (repeated)
Fine if it is less than 1300 seats
Better space for an addition (repeated)
Room for neighborhood/comprehensive HS (repeated)
Flexibility to do 1300 now then grow to full comprehensive HS and
move Kenmore (maybe to Hospital property on Carlin Springs Rd)
(repeated)
Lots of field space
Option to build over Rte 50 for parking and to create space
Remember traffic will be bad in all three locations so shouldn’t
eliminate option
Gives the most flexibility for future growth (repeated)
Central location to absorb all capacity issues
Less stress on resources than adding to another HS campus would
accommodate it's own teams, art, etc.
Space to a bigger school
Make Kenmore a HS growth is projected to continue and our CHS will
be way over capacity room. This gives us the most options
Only site that has the potential to be expanded into a full fourth
comprehensive HS

KENMORE
CHALLENGES
Not walkable / dangerous for biking/traffic problems (repeated most
often))
HS next to elementary school
At very edge of county – not central (repeated)
Neighborhood resistance

1300 seat school won’t have equitable amenities (Repeated)
Loss of current field space if building expanded (repeated)
Concern about diversity issues
Noise and parking
Not likely to allow for IB expansion on this site
Proximity to an Elementary school and middle school
Land is at the edge of the county
If they want an IB program expansion, may not get approved

Concern about the noise in neighborhood
Diversity issues need to be addressed in a comprehensive way,
before any other comprehensive school is constituted
We need a 2K HS that is comprehensive (perhaps with a foot ball
Traffic is bad everywhere, at all 3 locations under consideration
field)
Kenmore would allow for expansion to largen HS, if we get the Carlin Smaller high school with less options may not be appealing to
Springs property of middle school
families and students
Lots of field space option to expand over RT 50 for parking, and
"create" land
Loss of fields, loss of parking, loss of green space

Good dispersion of HS seats throughout county
I like this option, because it allows eventually a big comprehensive
HS here. If Kenmore MS moves to VHC property and allows field
space
Flexibility to build 1300 now then grow to 4th comprehensive HS by
adding Kenmore space and moving Kenmore to new site
Centrally located for Hs site so could draw boundary easily

Makes room for a neighborhood school/comprehensive HS

Would lose fields for the sports

Other
What about Edison site swap?
Need to provide extra-curricular activities and field space
Would students here go to other schools to swim, etc?
Is there student population growth in this area?

Would have to be option school since no fields, etc
Wouldn’t have equitable opportunities to full HS
What is VA Hospital Center land being used for?
Need to plan not to keep at 1300 or else other HS too much over
capacity
Could this site be full HS with pool, fields, etc if Kenmore moves?
Would like to see the pool as portion of the HS design option
Could this be a full site with pool etc. if middle school was moved?
The plan to not keep the HS over capacity as just 1300 seats, keeps
APS HS over capacity
What is the Virginia Hospital land being needed for?
All high schools need to offer the same "amenities"- if not possible,
then not an option!
Is this the site near the future student population growth? It's near
small homes, or small lots
Can't be comprehensive its w/a boundary without fields- would have
to be, at least temporarily, an option school
Is there student population growth here?
Would students be able to go to other high schools for swim, etc., if
the Kenmore facilities were smaller then other three high
schools?(e.g. no pool)

No field space for after school sports and outdoor activities, which is
the top priority for HS
HS:sports, fields, extra need to provided
If they have to share field space with other schools, HS and MS
students may opt. out of sports and activities
What about Edison Swap site?
1 High school would not have the equitable amenities
Neighborhood designed -need to make it possible for students zoned
to 1300 neighborhood schools to participate in extra-curricular
activities
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KENMORE
CHALLENGES
Other
W-L is the most popular high school for a lot of reasons. Folks need
to accept that they cannot have their cake and eat it too(green
space). People move to those neighborhoods in groups due to the
Kenmore seems to have better space for an addition, and to handle fabulous elem. Then they complain about it. Traitors! Come to Carlin
capacity traffic, sports
Springs and then enjoy the woods!
Kenmore challenges neighborhood opposition, traffic issues with
Love the Kenmore site. Would like to explore public transportation to proximity to commuter traffic and 3 levels of school at 1 site(ES, MS,
this site
HS)
Make it >1300 seats
Very edge of the county uses more bussing
Traffic safety for elem. Students(both traffic and howling HS age
Central location in county
students around)
Central location
Decreasing field/recreational space
Proximity to elementary schools
Would be a traffic solution by broad impact park land and
neighborhood
Traffic and safety of walkers
Traffic on Carlin Springs
Carlin Springs already has school/traffic challenges- would worsen
Traffic already is a problem
Traffic would be a big challenge for the Kenmore site
Kenmore as a HS site presents the most suffiency. It forms a
transportation and logistics stand point
Not walkable to almost all(current Kenmore kids take Art buses)
Dangerous traffic, no biking option, and a high school next to the
elementary school
STRENGTHS

